Basics: Ways to Ink a Stamp

This inking method works best when the stamp is smaller
than the inkpad surface.

Inking a stamp is the most basic of all stamping techniques, but there are actually a number of ways to do it!

Pat Stamp on Inkpad
You may be most familiar with tapping a stamp on an
inkpad to cover the raised parts of the stamp with ink.
Usually gently patting the stamp a few times on the
inkpad will do it. Flip the stamp over to see if you have
good coverage before stamping with the inked stamp.
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Pat Inkpad on Stamp
In some cases, laying the stamp on the table and then
tapping the inkpad onto the raised surfaces of the inkpad
can be more effective.
This can be a helpful approach when the stamp is not
well trimmed and impressions tend to give you extra
unwanted lines. By patting the inkpad to the stamp, you
can avoid the problem areas. It is also effective when you
are inking an extra large stamp where the stamp is larger
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than the inkpad. You can also use this approach to ink a
stamp using more than one color.
Sometimes it is easier to work with smaller inkpads for
this technique because you have more control over
where you are putting the color.

Once you are done coloring, huff on the inked stamp with
your warm breath to remoisten areas that have dried, and
then stamp.

This approach works well for when you want to very specifically color different sections of a stamp. For example,
you might color a flower stem green and the petal areas
Color Marker on Stamp of the stamp in shades of pink. Start with lighter color
markers and work darker to avoid getting darker marker
Non-permanent watercolor markers can be used to ink a
color
on your lighter colored markers. (Brush your marker
stamp as well. Use a moist watercolor marker with a brush
nibs clean on scrap paper.)
tip to apply color(s) to the raised parts of the stamp.

Paint on Stamp
You can also use paints to “ink” stamps. Use a disposable
foam paint brush to pat paint onto raised areas of the
stamp or use a rubber brayer to apply the paint. Then
stamp. If the paint is acrylic, be very sure not to let the
paint dry on the stamp; clean it off right away.
Sometimes this works best if you apply a thin layer of
paint on the stamp and then apply a second coat before
stamping. Experiment with the amount of paint to apply,
as paints vary in thickness. Often a thin but tacky coat of
paint is a good amount.
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Get To Know Your Stamps
As you acquire more stamps, you will find that individual
stamps have their own quirks. Some can be inked and
stamped very easily. Others have areas that need extra
attention to get a good inking. Regardless of how you ink
your stamps, always flip them over and give them a quick
check to make sure all of the raised areas of the stamp are
inked. If you see ink in places where it doesn’t belong, you
can often use a corner of a paper towel or soft cloth to
remove it before stamping the image. Have fun!
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This technique is usually best on stamps with broad areas
of rubber and not a lot of fine detail. It is commonly used
when stamping on fabric or home décor type projects.
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More Stamping eArticles From VSN

This mini eArticle is just a tiny taste of what VSN has to offer! Each month VSN posts a full-length (much longer!) eArticle on a different stamping related topic. Recent eArticles have included:
ǷǷContainer Stamps, Masking & Shaker Cards
ǷǷColoring In with Layered Mixed Mediums
ǷǷColoring In With Colored Pencils
ǷǷColoring In With Alcohol Ink Markers
ǷǷColoring in With Watercolor Markers
ǷǷMaking Stamped Magnets
ǷǷStamping with Paint
ǷǷMetal & Faux Metal Stamping Techniques
ǷǷRe-Inker Stamping Techniques
ǷǷDip, Dye, Glitz: Hand-Dyed Paper
ǷǷEgg-xtra Special Stamping: Egg Stamping Techniques
ǷǷEven More Alcohol Inks
ǷǷStamping Basics Mini eArticles
To read these eArticles, go to the eArticle page of VSN’s website.
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New From VSN: Quick Tips pdfs

What Are Quick Tips?
To some readers, the best part of VSN’s original print issues
was the “Quick Tips” section, full of the small tips, “oh wow!”
ideas and inspirations that make a stamper’s life easier.
Two Ways to Read Quick Tips:
If you prefer the entire issue, you can purchase print or pdf
VSN issues in the VSN Issues section of VSN’s Online Shopping Cart. But if your focus is strictly on Quick Tips rather
than the longer articles in the issues and you want to read
them online, try VSN’s new “Quick Tips pdfs”.
What is in the File?
Each downloadable file gathers the Quick Tips from a single
VSN issue, formatted to fit your computer screen. The text is
intentionally set large, in half-size pages, to make it easy to read, whether you are using a desktop computer, laptop or
even a small tablet. (You may find yourself scrolling more than you would like when reading on a phone screen.)
Purchasing Quick Tips
The first six Quick Tips pdf files can be purchased individually for $1.25 each or in a bundle of six for $5.94 (which works
out to $0.99 each.) Purchase them in the Quick Tips pdfs section of VSN’s Online Shopping Cart.
Proceeds of Quick Tips sales go toward funding VSN’s website and future eArticles.
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Find VSN Online:
VSN’s Main Website

VSN’s Online Shopping Cart
VSN on Facebook
VSN’s Email Announcement List (Yahoo)

eArticle Copyright Statement

This eArticle is copyrighted to Nancie Waterman of Vamp Stamp News. It may not be copied, emailed, posted on a website or
sold in any form without permission. If you have a stamping friend who would like a copy, please instead direct them to the
eArticle page of VSN’s website where they can download their own copy. Many thanks, Nancie, VSN
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